ABSTRACT:
Education is governed by constitution of India. In terms of enrollment, India is the third largest higher education system in the world after China and the USA. The quality of human resources of a country normally depends upon the quality of the education of the country. After independence, it has been the vision of Indian government to adopt some economic reforms. So, in 1991 our government adopted “LPG” that stands for Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation. These three are the most important weapons to enhance and to give new opportunities in higher education. Higher education drives, and is driven by, globalisation, a Phenomenon of increasing worldwide interconnectedness that combines economic, cultural and social changes. Globalisation and liberalisation put tremendous effect on higher education and this paper explores the impact of globalisation on higher education with regard to SWOT analysis and liberalisation with its positive and negative effects. The study is on secondary data and it is of descriptive type.
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I. INTRODUCTION
“Ensuring quality higher education in one of the most valuable present that we can give to the future generation”-Ron Lewis. Since independence, the higher education system has grown rapidly. The emphasis on higher education in India can be understood by the number of universities currently present in India and the quality of education they provide. As of 2014, there are 677 universities, 37,204 colleges and 11443 stand-alone institutions in India. In terms of enrollment India is the third largest higher education system in the world after China and the USA and the gross enrolment ratio is 21.1. However, in terms the number of institutions. Higher education give a chance to study a subject in which you are interested in and you can use your career prospects and earnings potential. The quantum growth and prospect in the Higher Education sector is controlled by Universities, Globalization advocates external liberalization on the beneficial out comes in terms of economic growth, employment and human welfare expected to flow from greater openness. Globalisation is the ongoing process that link people, neighborhoods, cities, regions and countries more close together.

II. STRENGTHS OF INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM
Strength means a resource, skill, financial resources, infrastructural facilities, good name, market leadership or other advantages relative to competition and the needs of markets a firm serves or anticipates serving. In recent years technical education has grown rapidly. With recent capacity additions, it now appears that the nation has the capability to graduate over
500,000 annually, and there is also a corresponding increase in the graduation of computer scientists (roughly 50,000 with post-graduate degree). In addition, the nation graduates over 1.2 million scientists. Thus, India’s annual enrollment of scientists, engineers and technicians now exceeds 2 million. The strengths of Indian higher education system are:

- **Economy:** The cost of education in India is quite low as compared to many other countries of the globe.
- **Quality:** Government of India established statutory bodies to ensure quality of education so in India there are some educational institutes that provide world class education. The government of India is also speeding up the efforts to establish more such institutes which can offer quality education in India.
- **Consultation service:** The government of India provides consultation service to the interested international students through Educational Consultants of India. Thus, one can get all the information about the Indian education system, cost of education, duration, visa schemes and accommodation facilities even before landing up in India.
- **Uniqueness:** India has some unique courses that were discovered and developed by the traditional knowledge system of India. Ayurveda, Sankrit, Yoga, Hindi are some such courses that enthuse many international students.

### III. WEAKNESSES OF INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

Weakness is limitation or deficiency in resources, infrastructure, Skills, capabilities and interpersonal relationship that seriously impedes effective performance of an organisation. The weaknesses of Indian higher education system are:

- **Faulty Regulatory Framework:** In India, there is a highly complex and unclear regulatory framework at Central & State level.
- **Less Government Contribution:** The decreasing trends of public expenditure on education badly affects the growth of Indian education system. The Indian first post-independence Education Commission recommended 6% of the national income be allotted as govt. expenditure on education. But now it is lie between the 1% -2%.
- **Lack in Industrial Collaboration:** In Indian higher education system, there is lack of academic-industry cohesion and this leads the industry in the dark of depression. The oldest universities in India are still averse to the collaboration of academic world and industrial world.
- **Inappropriate for Research Work:** In Indian higher education system the Infrastructural and other facilities are not beneficial to carry on research work at international level. With a very low level of PhD enrolment, India does not have enough high quality researchers; there are few opportunities for interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary working, lack of early stage research experience; a weak ecosystem for innovation, and low levels of industry engagement.
- **Inadequate Facilities:** The insufficiency of well structured and accredited institutions in India cannot offer abroad programmers for foreign students. Education still covers limited population of the country. The country still has 46% illiterate females and 24% illiterate males. The dropout rate is very high 60% of the children do not attend the secondary school. Only 2.5 % of the Indian population attends colleges and universities.
- **Limited Scope for Emerging Fields:** The capacity of India”s institutions is very much limited to meet the growing demand for postgraduate education in emerging fields viz; Bio – technology, Oceanography, Nano Science etc.
- **Insufficiency of Competent Faculty:** To meet the global challenges dedicated and competent faculties in universities, colleges and professional institutions are not sufficient enough in higher education.
- **Theoretical Based:** The main loophole of Indian education system is that most of our education is theoretical based rather than practical .For example; there is too much emphasis on general education as compared to technical and vocational education.
IV. OPPORTUNITIES OF INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM  

Opportunity is a major favorable situation for the identification of a previously overlooked market segment, changes in competitive or regulatory circumstances, technological changes etc. India is expected to emerge as a Global hub in education in Asia Pacific region. So, opportunity is a chance which include event may be happened or not. The opportunities which are now coming in the way to Indian higher education system are:

Core Values: Indian education policy now acquaints with the five core values; contribution to national development, fostering global competencies among students, inculcating a value system among students, promoting the use of research and technology, and quest for brilliance.

Study India Programme: The UGC has decided to invite proposals from institutions that are wholehearted on „exporting Indian education to foreign learners under a „Study India Programme” (SIP).

Bright future of research: There is adequate focus on research in higher education institutes. There is a top priority in research mostly, but not exclusively, with the „tier 1” institutions. Research funding is likely to increase.

Adoption of Modernisation: There is a top priority for government to driving innovation, supporting technology transfer, encouraging impact-driven research. Therefore, all institutions are enthusiastically establishing a bond with the industry.

Tie up between Government and Private Sector: It is need to create jobs and enhancing employability across the globe, particularly in government and private institutions.

Education in Five Year Plan: The total allocation of funds for the education sector, under the 12th Five Year Plan (2012-17) is about $82 billion; out of which the share of higher education is only 24%. The remaining share is spread across the primary and secondary education segments. Besides the limited government resources, the higher education sector holds an immense opportunity for local and foreign investors. Increasing the quality of teaching and learning is central to government plans over next five years, including faculty exchange. Considerable scope and scale in state-funded institutions and the private sector.

V. THREATS OF INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM  

A Threat is a major critical situation in firm”s environment like the entrance of a new competitor, slow market growth, major technological changes etc. these are the examples of threats which are regularly being faced by an enterprise. The threats of higher education system are:

Unaccountability: The fake university syndrome highlights the problems with higher education in the country like absence of accountability, lack of quality control and a considerable failure to live up to the expectations.

Restrictiveness of Domestic research: The global effects restrict contributions of academic institutions for national development, research relevant to the local needs and for participation in strengthening of civil society.

Inconsistency in Higher Degrees: The global effects create a differentiation among the same degrees obtained from foreign universities, from costly private domestic institutions and from government funded institutions. The global effects on many occasions generate a great possibility of cheating of Indian students from the sub-standard courses of abroad.

Incompetent Faculty: Another fact is that deterioration in quality of education especially in private sector due to lack of availability of trained and competent faculty.

Attractiveness of Foreign Education: The global effects raise a possibility of loss of foreign exchange due to increasing interest of parents to get their children admitted to foreign educational institutions.

Hazardous for Ethical education: The global effects introduce the concept of commoditisation of education and it changes our culture, ethics of social welfare and even the quality of Indian higher education.
VI. IMPACT OF LIBERALISATION

Positive Impact:
- In the Indian economy, major part is contributed by the service industry but now the education sector will become a large economic source.
- After liberalisation constant fund will also facilitate a research-based career and give an option for the bright future of Indian teachers and students.
- It will expand the supply and the competition among educational institutions will ensure that they do not charge excessive premium for education.
- Liberalisation offers students an option of studying near home. It also curbs brain drain which is also a nation's loss. The Graduates with specific skills allow corporate to ensure the development of better industry.
- With the liberalization policy, there is a tremendous change in educated population that implies rapid developments in technology and communications.

Negative Impact
- Private firms using the opportunity of liberalisation to convert education into business and take stocky amount of fee and provide low quality of education. So, those colleges who supply education without efficient faculty and environment, having very short future prospective.
- FDI in any field does not have an attached objective of fulfilling social agenda of the welfare state. It is guided by profit and market. This would result in commoditisation of education.
- There is a shortage of funds in higher education sector. And there are not many ways in which this investment in this sector can be increased domestically.
- As per past observations, most foreign institutes target market by investing on technical courses for their business prospective only rather than in quality education and research which is important for creating and developing human resource.
- Corruption is widespread in education system in India. Due to overkill competition, a number of colleges and Universities awarding false degrees, taking bribe to clear the exams, and going through unfair lane for marking.

VII. CONCLUDING COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Since a large number of students go abroad for their higher education, it is sensible to allow foreign universities to set up their campuses here, in India. This would help in arresting the outflow of monetary and human capital.

b. It is suggested that educational institutes and organisations as well as regional and national education groups give more priority to the policy issues emanating from trade liberalisation and examining how to get fully benefit from new opportunities that are available.

c. Globalisation had effect on educational technology to change the way of education deliver as well as roles played by both teachers and students. The progress of this technology is to shift industrial based society to an information-based one.

d. We need to implement the reforms in the education system and also bring forth new factors of production, namely knowledge, skills and technology which have the ability to unleash the productive frontiers of the economy in the most efficient and dynamic way.
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